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Discovery Offerings

The use of artificial intelligence, 

together with other risk meters, 

mitigates the effects of credential theft 

and other attacks. We accelerate rapid 

reaction and engagement by involving 

the end user and the organization in 

potential risks.

hotel guests’ 

data was stolen using login credentials 

of two Marriott employees in the past 

year.

Marriott International

Seasoned identity security 

experts
Efficient and tested tools Fast, cost-effective findings 

and recommendations

Consultancy

+ =

Technology Best of two worlds

Contact: edo@synergyadvisors.biz https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo

Identity Protection

We can help you review your end-to-end identity protection story, across both cloud 

and on-premises

Risk-based security

Access decisions based 

on machine learning.

Notify users

Security risk and threat 

notifications.

Inform the IT about cloud 

and on-premises identity risk 

events

360-view for users and IT

By helping the end user easily identify if their account is compromised, under attack, or at risk, 

ensures faster response to threats and reduces the workload for IT, leaving their time available 

to resolve critical issues.

https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite-discovery-offerings/?Identity&protection
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The process

Review Install, protect, and monitor Findings and action plan

An expert will analyze 
your current identity 
protection configuration, 
activity, and strategy.

E-Visor, in conjunction with 
MDI, AADP, will provide alerts, 
notifications and analytics of 
your on-premises and cloud 
identity events.

We review the analyzed 
results, along with a 
prescriptive action plan with 
you in two efficient, one-
hour meetings, giving you 
high ROI at low cost.

Important: all EDO offerings run in your Azure tenant subscription, so the collected data is all yours!

Prerequisites

Quick and Easy

Fast and thrifty. No premium subscriptions required.

Microsoft Azure 

(Free option: Azure Pass)

Up to one tenant

Total Time: up to 2 weeks.

Required client time: ~6-12hs 

across four meetings

Results

Contact: edo@synergyadvisors.biz https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo

Action Plan Roadmap E-Visor for Identity Protection metrics

Co-creation of an expert plan for your specific 

scenarios, potential impact analysis, and 

mitigation steps.

Complete, unique, and detailed metrics of 

identity events.

Identity Protection

Microsoft  Azure AD Premium (AADP) 

(Trial available)

Microsoft Defender for 

Identity (Trial available)

https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite-discovery-offerings/?Identity&protection

